Release Notes for 9/21/2017 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release
(Core Apps Team Sprint 144 2-Week Work Cycles)
Feature Title

Notes

WISEid: Person Upload no longer faults from merged
WISEids

We fixed issues around persons with
merged WISEids that were causing the
Person Uploads to fault for some districts.

WISEstaff: Added License Type Code and Stage

We fixed a couple elements (License Type
Code and Stage field) from the DPI ELO
License Lookup application that were not
present in the new WISEstaff Staff Edit
page. The License Information section
should show the exact same information
for the selected person that is also in the
ELO License Lookup.  Also, we fixed a few
minor bugs around license data not
showing correctly in rare scenarios.

WISEstaff: Modified All Staff Report & Staff Corrections
Form to have a max capacity message

We determined with our current
infrastructure limitations that we can only
support a maximum of 400 pages in a
single export to PDF for the All Staff Report
and the Staff Corrections Form.  If you are
a large district over 400 staff members, we
suggest breaking the report exports up by
using filters such as schools.  There is now
a message to this effect on the report filter
area for these two reports.

WISEstaff: Session tracking of Pagination Validate Staff
Data and Staff List

We created functionality so when you are
on the Validate Staff Data page or Staff
List, if you leave from a certain page
number other than Page 1 to drill into a
validation message or staff member in the
results, you will return to that same page
when you close rather than returning back
to Page 1 again.

WISEstaff: Validated FTE to prohibit decimals over
hundredth place

We created an assignment upload
validation error #4501 to prevent rows
from uploading where the decimal is over
two digits long.  This will now match the
limits in the UI and what the Assignment

Upload file specifications have been
requesting for several years now.
WISEstaff: Validated Staff Data file error message when
Assignment doesn't exist anymore

On the Validate Staff Data page or in the
download of that page when you click the
resolve link, before it was going to an
assignment that no longer existed with an
odd error message. This happened when
the assignment was deleted after the
validation messages were updated, usually
because the same assignment had
multiple error messages. We updated the
message, so you get a clear message of
“Error - This Assignment has been
deleted.”

